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Chapter 1 : AusBonsai | Index page
australia's leading bonsai supplies store. BONSAI TREES, BONSAI TOOLS, POTS AND MORE. We are Australia's
fastest growing online Bonsai supplies store, sourcing top quality Bonsai Tools, Pre-Bonsai Nursery Stock, Established
Bonsai Trees, Bonsai Kits and Gifts.

ACT Growing bonsai can be tricky to master but that is not deterring an increasing number of Canberrans
keen to try their hand at miniaturising trees. Jennifer Mottlee from the Canberra Bonsai Society said there had
been a 20 per cent jump in membership since the National Bonsai and Penjing Collection opened at the
National Arboretum in Supplied "The collection is quite inspirational and what we all aspire to," she said. The
12th National Exhibition of Australian Plants as Bonsai features 38 trees from private collections, including a
year-old baeckea and a Daintree pine. Ruth McLucas has been growing bonsai for more than 35 years and
specialises in using Australian native plants. Begin with a species that has a high chance of survival, eg maple,
Chinese elm or fig. Choose a tree that appeals to you: Choose a tree that has a lot of branches so you have
more choice with how you shape the tree. Choose a pot that is the right style, size and colour for your tree.
Learn about your tree; know what it needs to grow. What climate does it prefer? How will it respond to cutting
back? How much water does it need? What fertiliser is best? Over time, learn the artistic principles behind
shaping a tree. Visualise an old tree of the same type in the bush or a garden, and think of how you can make
your young tree look old by removing branches and opening up the foliage. Know where to find information:
Growing Australian natives as bonsai can be tricky, especially with species like eucalypts. Ms Mottlee said
native Australian trees responded differently compared to northern hemisphere plants when transformed into
bonsai. If you prune back onto the hard wood you run the risk of losing that whole branch," she said.
Chapter 2 : Australian Bonsai Gallery - Australian Bonsai Gallery | Dorrigo Bonsai
Welcome to Bonsai Shop Australia. Bonsai Trees & Bonsai Tools for sale. FAST DELIVERY to your door. Join
thousands of customers just like you. We send to Australia and New Zealand!

Chapter 3 : Bonsai Shop Australia - Buy Bonsai Trees & Plants | Bonsai Tools Online!
Jennifer Mottlee from the Canberra Bonsai Society said there had been a 20 per cent jump in membership since the
National Bonsai and Penjing Collection opened at the National Arboretum in

Chapter 4 : Bonsai Society of Australia Inc. | Japanese Bonsai
Besides workshops most Bonsai clubs organize tours, contests and exhibitions; a great way to learn as much as you
please about growing Bonsai. Inside Australia about 53 Bonsai clubs and organizations were founded, most of them
member of the Association of Australian Bonsai Clubs Ltd. (AABC Ltd.).

Chapter 5 : Australian Bonsai Grower - Bonsai Plants
Bonsai Society of Australia, Inc. aims to promote knowledge of, and interest in bonsai and to serve as a national focal
point for bonsai fanciers.

Chapter 6 : Bonsai Mujo, bonsai in Adelaide
"Quality bonsai tools crafted from High Grade Japanese Steel. Bonsai tools that retain their edge longer and don't cost
you the earth. Bonsai tools with a robust, elegant Japanese design.
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Chapter 7 : Where to find Bonsai trees for sale - Bonsai Empire
Due to Quarantine restrictions, all of our Bonsai Trees are available for sale in Australia only (excluding WA, TAS and
NT), and most include Express Post delivery (to available areas). Larger bonsai for sale online are delivered via custom
courier services ( days), also within Australia and are posted out on Mondays.

Chapter 8 : News | Bonsai Society of Australia Inc.
Kokedama is a traditional Japanese art form that uses moss as a container to hold a plant. Usually used as companion
plants for display kokodama are fun to make and easy to maintain.

Chapter 9 : Australia | Bonsai Eejit
AusBonsai is a free, Australian based internet forum where you can view, study and chat about bonsai from the comfort
of your own computer. A friendly environment where you can learn or share information about bonsai in Australia and
bonsai with Australian native plants.
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